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Packed with striking artwork, Destiny: The Poster Collection captures the epic scope and stunning

beauty of the new video game from Bungie, the creators of Halo.With this new poster collection, join

the Guardians of the last safe city on Earth in their fight to defend humanity against hostile invaders.

Containing twenty high-quality removable posters, this book features the iconic art and exciting

imagery that make Destiny a stunning gaming experience. Destiny: The Poster Collection is a

must-have item for fans of this new, action-packed franchise. Â© 2014 Bungie, Inc. All rights

reserved. Destiny, Bungie, and the Bungie logo are trademarks of Bungie, Inc. in the US and/or

other countries.
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&#147;The poster collection is absolutely gorgeous, featuring incredible artwork from such graphic

designers and artists as Dorge Bellbrook, Joseph Cross, Ryan DeMita, Jesse van Dijk, Mark

Goldsworthy, Jamie Jones, and Adrian Majkrzak... Every piece has so much detail packed into it

that it would not be hard to sit and stare at it for hours on end, taking in every single detail. Fans of

the game will surely enjoy seeing these remarkable moments from the game given such incredible

treatment here.â€• &#147;The artwork in them is absolutely incredible, and come highly

recommended on that basis alone. Not only that, but the insight that Insight Editions is giving

players to the inner workings of the game through these incredible products makes these books



perfect for collectors everywhere. Whether you are a fan of the game or just an admirer of science

fiction themed art, these products are ones you will likely enjoy.â€•&#151;Red Orbit&#147;Destiny

incorporates Bungieâ€™s trademark grand scope, sci-fi storytelling, and adventures with visceral

first-person action gaming that takes place in a burgeoning, cinematic

universe."&#151;IGN&#147;Multiplayer in Destiny is set to be unlike anything thatâ€™s come

before.â€•&#151;Game Informer

My 14 year old son got this from his little brother this past July 9th. Other presents included a

Destiny T-Shirt, US Flag Blanket that was pricey (He loves everything w/ an American theme), and

several other cool things including $100- He said the Destiny poster collection was his favorite gift!

Made well on card stock grade paper. If you use Glue Dots they would definitly be re-usable if

wanted to change them up or move them. Tried tape runner like for scrsp books and they kept

falling of the wall. Maybe the heavy texture on our walls. So, I'm sure the glue dots will work w/o

tearing the paper if he decides to re-use it somewhere else.

Great posters that are easily torn out. Keep in mind that these poster pictures are all from year 1 of

Destiny and not from year 2.

Some pretty good art in here, but it's mostly stuff that has been available separately before (like the

Warlock, Titan, Hunter posters). I've been trying to find a print of the Fallen Captain concept art (the

captain_desktop.jpg you can find on Bungie's site) for a long time and unfortunately it wasn't in

here.

I bought one for me and one as a gift. The images inside are great and printed on thick card-stock

like backing. The ONLY problem I had with these is that both books came with slightly damaged

corners and edges. This was probably due to the nature of the book, its size and the shipping. If you

frame the images (the way we plan to) those very minor flaws won't be noticeable.

I purchased this for my 12 year old son. The posters are of beautiful color and quality. Each one is

thicker than a post card so we don't need to buy frames, he just taped these up on his wall. A

beautiful book if you don't want to remove the posters. But, a fantastic gift for the Destiny lover.

EXCELLENT QUALITY.



The art is great, we framed some of it for my son's video game area in the basement, this is his

favorite game

Book full of 20 great pictures of Original Destiny artwork. Thick card material, looks great in my

game room. The top edges where you remove the art do get slightly tattered when you remove

them. Will buy the poster book for Destiny 2. I need more wallls.

Its posters...for your wall...to stare at...and dream about...
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